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Petri nets gain a great deal of modelling power by representing dynamically changing items as 
StFuCtUFed tokens (instead of “black dots” j. Algebraic specificationJ turned out adequate for 
dealing with structured items. We will use this formalism to construct Petri nets with structured 
tokens. Place- and transition-invariants are useful analysis techniques for convertional Petri nets. 
We derive corresponding formalisms for nets with structured tokens, based on term substitution. 
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Conventional Petri nets (place/transition nets) use “blat 
modelling dynamically changing items. A system state is th 
number of tokens on each place of a net. Other Petri net models use structured 
tokens. Data structures and any kind of structured items can be represe 
way, Their dynamic change is described by particular rules of C~I 
high level Petri net usually refers to (the several versions of) such 
it as almost obvious and confirmed xperience that, 
high level Petri nets are much more u than ordinary 
support he construction of con&e, but nevertheless comprehensible and transparent 
models of rea’i-world systems. 
These advantages must be payed foa by a more involved formalism. A formalism 
is needed copi with data structures 2nd particularly with multisets over any kind 
of dumains be use multisets are a fundamental feat re for high level Petri nets. 
This formalism furthe et handI& of terms (used as net 
inscriptions) and sho step from nets and terms as syntactical objects 
to their interpretation ncrete domains. Finally, the foi ,malism should 
support analysis tech eve1 Petri nets, particularly place- and transi- 
tion-invariants. 
Algebraic specifications are a promising candidate for this purpose: They turned 
out to be an adequate and flexi le instrument for handling structured items. Multisets 
over any domain can be specified by additional sorts, operations and equations. 
The concept of initial algebra semantics, relating (syntactical) terms to (semantical) 
interpretations, will appear to Se directly applicable to high level Petri nets. Last 
but not least, the calculi of place- and transition-invariants can be based on term 
substitution. 
The central concern of this paper is not the presentation of entirely new results. 
It is rather intended to present and to integrate known ideas in a-possibly 
adequate--new setting. A couple of concepts to cope with structured tokens, 
developed in various papers more or less completely from the scratch, will turn out 
to be representable by well established concepts of algebraic specifications. 
After an introductory example in Section 1, in Section 2, we recall the-elemen- 
tary--fundamentals of algebraic specifications to the extent needed in this paper. 
The particular case of abstractly specifying multisets, in fact a well-known standard 
construction, is discussed in Section 3. On this basis it is a simple step to define 
nets wfth structured tokens in Section 4: Markings and arc inscriptions are given 
by multiset ground terms and arbitrary multiset erms, respectively. Occurrences of 
(depending on the e ations of the 
deals with “place invariants” as a funda- 
ed on stilutisns of linear equations in the 
duct in this formalism. 
a of general 
3 
algebra. In Section 6, we discuss some examples to derive system properties, using 
the technique of place intariants. An analysis technique dual to “place invariants” 
are the “trailsition invariants” introduced and investigated in Section 7. Systematic 
transformations of nets with structured tokens are considered in Sections 8 and 9. 
Some useful extensions of the formalism are discussed in Section IO. The conclusion 
finally relates the formalism to predicate/transition nets, coloured nets, and algebraic 
specifications. 
1. An introductory example 
As an example to explain the essential ideas of this paper, we consider a basic 
version of the well-known system of dining philosophers [6]. It is based on an 
algebra consisting of a set P = {p,,, . . . , p4) of philosophers and a set G = {go, . . . , gj) 
of forks. There are two operations rf and VJ; assigning to each philosopher p, his 
left and right forks !f( pi) = gi and $( pi j = gi+l (0 d is 4, g, = g,,), respectively. The 
corresponding term algebra, generated by a set X of variables, includes terms such 
as RF( p,) and W(x). The embedding of this algebra into a multiset environslent 
yields terms such as RF(x) + W(x) which occur as arc inscriptions in Fig. 1. 
thin king 
philosophers 
release 
forks 
available forks 
take 
forks 
eating 
philosophers 
Fig. 1. The system of dining phi!osophers in its Initial situation. 
This figure shows a net which specifies the dynamic aspects of the philosophers 
system. It consists of three pluces (drawn as ellipses) called “thinking philosophers” 
(t), “available forks ’ (a) and “eating philosophers” (e), respectively. They can be 
inscribed by terms, representing objects such as philosophers or forks. Figure 1 
shows the initial situation where all philosophers are thinking and all forks are 
available. The transitions (drawn as rectangles) “take forks” ( ) and “re’ease forks” 
(rf) with their surrounding arcs and the arc inscriptions indicate the dynamics of 
the system. 
system dynamics is based on the occurrence of transitions irt certain modes. In Fig. 
1, a mode :s given by a substitution p of a philosopher pi for the variable X, tIrat 
is, P(X) = p,,. The arc inscription RF(s) + W(s) in this mode yic 
RF’(p,,) + LF(p,,). Assuming the equations g,, = LF(p,,) and g, = RF( p,,), this term 
represents the set {go, gl}, viz. the cT:t of forks p,, is to use. 
The arc inscriptio;ls around the transition “take forks” indicate that each phil- 
osopher y, can start his meals only if his left and right forks f, and g;,, are available. 
The occurrence of “take forks” in mode J!?(S) = pi then removes these forks from 
“available forks”, thus they are no longer available for the other philosophers during 
the meal of p,. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the situation after p. and pZ both having 
taken their forks. The occurrence of “release forks” in the mode P(X) = p. as well 
as in the mode p(s) = p2 turns the situation shown in Fig. 2 again to the situation 
shown in Fig. 1. 
thinking 
philosophers 
release 
forks 
eating 
philcsophers 
Fig. 2. The y-tern of dining philosophers after p,, and p2 having taken their forks. 
Notice that no multisets occur in this system. Ordinary sets suffice to describe its 
behaviour. It will nevertheless turn out that for the proof of system properties (e.g. 
to show that neighboured philosophers never eat concurrently), multisets are 
required. 
7 
II. 
We recall here some f undamentais of algebraic specifications according to [7). 
This serves fixing the-elementary--scope of algebraic notions u ed in this paper. 
= (S, OP) consists of a set S of sorts and of a family 01” = 
, .s of operation .~_vm!xh. We particularly distinguish the sets K, := OP,,, 
of constant synbols (h denotes the empty word over S). 
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14 2’-algebra A = i $, OP,) consists of a family S,.\ = (A, ) ,, s of domaitt.~ alld ;i 
faiily o&, = ( NA) Nq oIJ of operations IV., : A,, x. . . x A,,, -+ A, for all N E OP,, ,,,.\. 
Clearly, NA E A, iff N E K,. 
3. A set X of x-variables is a family X = (X ),* s of cariablzs, disjoint to Op. 
4. The set T op.,(X) of (cl?, AY )-terms of sor: s is inductively defined by 
ii) X, u K, c Top,,(X), and 
(ii) N(u,, . . . . u,,)E T,&X) fpr NE OP ,,..,,,., and n--> 1, in case M,E 
T op.\$X), . . l 9 u,, E T&,,,(X). 
2.5. The set Top,, = T,,,,(B) contains he ground terms sf sort s, T,,(X) := 
U,t .s r&&X) is the set of F-terms ove1. X. and Top :== T(,&4) is the set of S-ground 
terms. 
2.6. An evaluatton is a mapping eval: 7k, -i A of L-ground terms into a C-algebra 
A, inductively defined by 
(i) eval( IV) = NA for all constant symbols N, and 
(ii) evul(N(21, ,.., UN))= N,(eval(u,) ,..., eval(u,,)) for all N(u ,,.. . , il,,)~ 
T OP* 
2.7. An assignment of I;-variables 4 to a Z-algebra A is a mappig? ass : X + A with 
ass(x) E A, iff x E X,,. ass is canonically extended to ZZ Top(X ) -+ A, inductively 
defined by - ass(x) = ass(x) for .uEX, Z.G(N)= Na for NE M, and 
ZK(N(u,,..., u,,))= N&Ks(u,),.. .,=(u,;)) for N(u,,. a._, II,,)E To&~) 
2.8. A Zequation over X of sort s is a pair (I., R) of terms 1. R E T(,,,( X ). 
2.9. ;Q &equation ( L, R ) over X is valid in a Z-algebra A iff 
=(L)==(R). 
2.10. A ;pec$cation SPEC = (S, OP, E) consists of a signature 
set E of Z-equations. 
for all ass : X + A, 
2 = (S, Of) and d 
2.11. For SPEC = (S, OP, E), a SPEC-algebra A = (&, OP,) is a (S, OP)-algebra 
in which all equations in E are valid. 
2.12. Two ground terms u, v E T <Ip are corzgruent in SEC = (S, OR E) (written 
U = ,+ v) iR evalA( u) I--- eva&J v) Tar all SPEC-algebras A. = fc is an equivalence on Tc,p. 
2.13. =E is a congruence on Top, i.e. substitution of congruent terms retsins 
congruence: M =:E v implies N( . . . u.. . ) = E N( . . . v. . . ): cf. [7, Fact 3.1 I]. When 
E is clear from the context, [u] denotes the congruence class of term u urder =I. 
The quotient term algebra T&-. = (( Q, ) ,, s, 
St& = (S, Of, E) has the equivalence classes QI 
( N,) N, & of a specification 
= {[u] 1 u E T&,] of = f as carrier 
sets and the operations N, defined by N&u,], . . . , [u,,]):= [Niu,, . . . , u,,)]. 
The semantics (meaning) of a specification SPEC is any algebra which is isomor- 
phic to TsPEc.. 
. Congruence on ground terms is extended to terms u, v E T,,(X ): u G f t’ iff 
6 W. Reisig 
for all ass: X a Top, s(u) = EBZ( u). Whenever it is clear from the context, the 
index E in + may be skipped. 
A specification SPEC 1 may consist of a given specification SPEC = (S, OP, E) 
and additional sets of sorts Sl, operation symbols OPl and equations E 1. Then 
the notation SPECl =SPEC+(Sl, OPl, El) means SPEC 1 = 
(S + Sl, OP + OPl, E + E 1) where + stands for disjoint union of sets. For a signature 
C = (S, OP), Z+(Sl, OPl, El) stands of course for the specification (S+§l, OP+ 
OPl, El). 
7. Compatibility of evaluation is preserved by extended evaluations: Commuta- 
tivity of the following diagram (1) implies commutativity of diagram (2), cf. [7, 
Fact 1.121: 
ass 
L4JO - T&(Y) 
Returning to the introductory example of Section 1, the system of dining philosophers 
can be constructed from the following signature: 
sorts: phils 
forks 
opns: po, . . . , p4: + phils 
go, * l T g+ l +-forks 
L F, P F : ph ils -j jerks 
The arc- and place-inscriptions of the net in Fig. 1 include terms of this signature 
over the variable .Y of sort philosopher. (The “+“symbol denotes union of multisets.) 
The intended meaning of the inscriptions is based on the following siz<%cation, 
extending the above signature by the following equations: 
eqns: LF( p, ) = g, 
w p,) = g, t 1 
i=O,... ,4, with g, := g,, 
j and e right and left forks of philoso 
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3. Gset s 
System modelling often requires different copies (items) of data or items which 
should not be distinguished in the model. This is reflected by nonnegative multisets 
(or bags), i.e. cohections of eiements, some of which may be undistinguishable. 
Formally, a nonnegative multiset M over a given set D is a mapping M : D + N. 
The empty multiset aL) over D is given by 9;>(d) = 0 for all d E D. Single elements 
d E D can be considered as one-elementary multisets md, defined by md (x) = 1 if 
x = d and mJx) = 0, otherwise. 
For nets with structured tokens we shall later on study analysis and representation 
techniques based on genera9 multisets M : D + Z. The case of nonnegative multisets 
is thus extended to negative numbers M( d ). For genera9 multisets M, and Mz, 
addition is defined component wise, by (M, + M,)(d) = M,(d) + M,( d ). The inverse 
-M of a multiset M is defined by (-M)(d) = -(M(d)). 
Any specification SPEC can be extended to its corresponding multiset 
specification m_SPEC. 
To each constant symbol K, of SPEC a term MAKE,( K, ) is associated. If K, is 
evaluated to the clement d, MAKE,( K,) is evaluated to the set { dj. A term 6, 
denotes the empty multiset; addition and subtraction symbols are defined in the 
obvious way: 
nition. Given a specification SPEC = (S, OP, E ), let 
m_SPEC = SPEC + 
sorts: m, 
opns: 6,, : + m, 
MAKE,:s+m, 
+,:m,m,+m, 
-\:m,+m, 
eqns: a E s; p, q, YE m, 
+,(p, 6,) = P 
+,t P, 4) = +A& P) 
+,(p, +A& a = +A+,( P, q), d 
+Ap, -Y(p))=6 
1 for all s E S 
A couple of notations and shorthands supports handiing the formalism: 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
For a signature 2, the specification _C is defined in the obvious way, cf. 2.16. 
Given a specification SPEC = (S, OP, E) we denote the specification 
SPEC by (S, G, 2 ), respectively. 
ithin multiset terms we often skip the sort indices s ofo ols, 
W. Reisig 
(iv) We use infix notations u + u and u - o for +( U, u) and -(u, u), respectively. 
(v) We furthermore write c1 for MAKE(a). 
(vi) Whenever ambiguities are excluded, brackets may be skipped. 
As an example, with constant symbols u and 6 of some sort s, a - b stands for 
the term +,( MAKE,(a), -,( MAKE,,(b))). 
Nonnegative multisets can be specified using (besides the operation symbols of 
the underlying specification) only the operation symbols 6,, MAKE, and t-,. This 
motivates the following concepts: 
3.3. nition. Let SPEC’ = (S, OP, E) be a specification. 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
NNS := G{-, 1 s E S} is the set of nonnegatitle operation symbols in m_SPEC. 
Let X be a family of SPEC-variables. 
T,,,+(X):=(uE T$$(X)(u =K oforsome vc T,,,(X)} 
is the set of nontiegatiue terms qf SPEC. 
Corresponding to 2.5, !et T&t := Top+((b), and for all s E S, let TOP+,,,,,(X) := 
T&+(X) n TG .,,,, (X) and Tori,, := Tw+.~,JW. 
Given two multiset terms u, v E Ts( X 3, u is said to be smaller or equal to 
v in SPEC, written u s F v if v -u is nonnegative in SPEC. 
Nonnegativity of terms depends in fact on the assumed equations. As an example, 
a term a + a - b (with a and h constant symbols of some sort s) is nonnegative iff 
the equation cl = 6 is assumed. 
The net in 7;. 1 can now entirely be explained: based on the specification 
ils = (S, OP, E) of 2.19 and the set X = X,, ,,,,, = (x), the arc inscriptions of Fig. 1 
are taken from To,,b( X). 
. Nets with structure 
Nets with structured tokens can now be described in an algebraic framework. We 
start with the conventionai definition of (uninscribed) nets: 
nition. A triple N = (P, T, F) is called a net iff 
(i) P and T are nonempty, finite, disjoint sets (the places and transitions of IV, 
respectively), and 
(ii) FE (P x T) LJ ( T x P) is a relation (the arcs of N). 
Places, transitions, and arcs will graphically be represented as usual by circles, 
boxa bs and arrows, respectively. 
Structured tokens are now introduced by inscribing a net w.r.t. a specification 
and a corresponding set of variabies; Ezch place p of the net is assigned its sort 
cp( II) and its initial marking ,,( p) which is a nonneg iif% multiset ground term, 
and each arc f is inscribed by a nonnegative multiset term A(f). Both MO and A 
should be sort-preserving, i.e. M,,( p) is of sort mq, ,,, , and the multiset sort of h (f) 
corresponds to ;he sort of the place adjacent to J 
Based on the notations for multiset sorts of Definition 3.3 we have the following 
definition. 
.2. Let N = ( I?, T, F) be a net, let SPEC = (S, OP, E) be a specification, 
and let X be a family of C-variables 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
A mapping <p : P + S is called a sort assignment of N. Assuming 9, for places 
p E P let i denote the multiset sort rn,( ,,,. 
A mapping M,,: P + Tcp+ with M,,(p) E; TOp+,j, for each p E P is called a 
q-respecting initial marking of N. 
A mapping A : F + To,,+(X) with h(f) E T,,,+(X) for each f = (t, p) or 
f = (p, t) is call d e a <p-respectirsg arc inscription of N. 
A triple ins = (cp, M,,, A) of a sort assignment 50 of N, a q-respecting initial 
marking M,, of N, and a q-sorted arc inscription A of N, is called a 
SPEC-inscription of N, and ( N, ins, E) is a SPEC-inscribed net. As a short- 
hand, N is said to be inscribed assuming that ins and E can be understood 
from the context. 
Within the phils-inscribed net of Fig. 1, the sort assignment <p is given by cp( thinking 
philosophers) = <p(eating philosophers) = phils, and &available forks) =fbrks. M, 
and A are obvious in Fig. 1. (Entries M(s) = 6 are skipped.) 
The following notations wiii vL Ia useful when dealing with dynamics of inscribed 
nets: 
4.3. Notations. Let (cp, MO, A ) be a Z-inscription of a net N = ( P, T, F) ovei X. 
(i) For all (_qy)~(TxP)u(Px T) 1%: 
x,.r 
I 
A(.x,_v) iff Lx,y)E_ F, 
-= 
(6 otherwise. 
(ii) For each t E T we define the vector _! : P + To”i;( X) by 
Dynamics of inscribed nets is now defined as follows: 
efinition. Let the net N = ( f, T, F) be inscribed over a specification SPEC = 
(S, OP, E ) and variables X. 
(i) Markings of N are mappings : P -+ LB+ with (P) E Top+.li fcmeach P E ?? 
(ii) An occurrence m:sde of N is assignment P : X -+ TOP. 
(iii) Given a marking , a transition t E T and an occurrent 
,&@nabled at (or pnrbled at in mode p) iff, for all p E 
10 
(iv) 
(4 
W. Reisig 
If t is p-enabled at M, t may occur in mode p. This returns the marking 
which is defined for each p E P by 
M’(p)=M(p)-p( 2)+6(L) 
We write M -% M’ in this case. 
For a marking r’ of IV, the set [M) of markings reachable from M is the 
smallest set of markings such that M E [M) and if M’E [M) and M’ %+ M” 
then M”E [M). 
With Notation 4.3(ii) and 2.7 we get immediately the following corollary. 
orollary. If MS M’ then M’(p) = 6 M(p) + p(j( p)) for all places p. 
Considering markings M and mappings _t as P-indexed vectors and extending 
sum and extended assignments p component-wise to vectors, the above corollary 
reads as follows. 
.6. Corollary. If M 5 M’ then M’ = c M +@I). 
As an example, the transition tf of Fig. 1 is enabled at MO in all modes ,8 : {x} + 
{PO, l l - 9 p4}. There is however no mode p to enable rf at MO. Assuming PO(x) = po, 
let M, be reached by MO!“““- M,. Now in M,, tf is enabled in both modes 
p(x) = p2 and p(x) = p3. The assignment PO additionally enables rf under M, . With 
rt& 
MI - M2 we return to MO = i M2. Notice that without the equations of phils, 
each philosopher is assumed to have two forks of his own. 
This completes the notion of SPRY-inscribed nets. Other versions of nets with 
structured tokens can be regarded as being based on particular specifications 
SPEC: PrT-nets with tuples of variables as arc inscriptions use the specification of 
tuples; place/transition nets do with one sort and one constant of this sort. Details 
of such classes will be discussed later. 
Transitions may additionally be inscribed by logical formulae. Then a transition 
is enabled in a mode p only if in addition to the requirements of Definition U(iii), 
its formula evaluates with /3 to TRUE. We skip this feature here, since it does not 
contribute to this paper’s topic. 
As a further example, let the specification ils’ be given by 
hi&$ = 
sorts: phils 
forks 
opns: g,,, . . . , g,: -+ phils 
PO, l l 9 84. l 3 forks 
U : forks + phils 
SF :_ forks -+ jbrks 
eqns: 
,4, with g, := g,, 
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The operations RU and RSF are to return for each fork its right user and its right 
successor fork, respectively. 
Figure 3 shows a &inscribed net. Intuitively its behaviour is identical to the 
behaviour of the net in Fig. 1. We will discuss in Section 8 how algebraic specifications 
provide means to prove this formally. 
thin king 
philcrsophers 
release 
forks 
take 
forks 
eating 
philosophers 
Fig. 3. A variant of the philosophers system. 
Place invariants are one of the most important analysis tools for several versions 
of Petri nets. A place invariant provides a weight W(M) to markings M in such a 
way that in each set [M} of reachable markings, the weighted markings W( M’) are 
constant for all M’ E [M). We will show that such weights can be represented by a 
place vector of multiset terms. The application of a weight function W to a marking 
M will be defined as a scalar product of the vectors W and M, with the product 
of components being defined as a term substitution. roducts w- M thus amount 
to multiset ground terms. Safety properties can be deri d from knowing the product 
We M to remain constant. 
A fundamental property of place invariants is their characterizability as solutions 
of homogeneous systems of linear equations: Each net M with places P and 
transitions T canonically defines a P x T-matrix N with entries (p, 0 =1(p) (cf. 
Notations 4.3). The product of matrix entries with invariant entri 
as term substitution, just as the above-mentioned product of markings and invari 
lace invariants will t T* i =f? y, ( 
transpose of matrix 
12 W. Reisig 
The term product for place invariants is based on a distinguished, quite simple 
kind of “constant” assignments, uss,,  of C-variables X. The range of ass, is the set 
Top(X) of C-terms over X. Given a sort s, ass,, maps all x E X,% to u E 7”&X), 
leaving all other variables untouched. 
nition. Let C = (S, OP) be a signature, let X be a set of C-variables with 
X, the variables of sort s E S, and let u E TOp.s (X). Then the constant u-assignment, 
ass,, : X + Top(X) is defined as 
ass,,(x) = 1 u iffxEX,, x iff XC X\X,. 
Assignments ass,, are extended to multiset terms by ass, : TG( X) + Toa(X) in the 
usual way (cf. 2.7). Based on constant assignment we define the following product 
for multiset terms: 
efinition. Let (S, OP) be a signature and let X be a set of (S, OP)-variables. 
A product u l U’E T,‘;;(X) for multiset terms u, U’E Toa is defined by induction 
over the structure of u: MAKE(u) l u’=ass,,(u’) iff ME T&X), 6 9 u’=6, (u,+ 
u2) l u, = uI l u’f u2 l u’, and (-u) l td = -(u l 111). 
For vectors of multiset terms we extend this product furthermore to the usual 
inner product of linear algebra: 
5.3. nition. Let P be a finite set, let (S, OP) be a signature and let X be a set 
of (S, OP)-variables. For vectors _E’, _u’ : P + Tc( X), let the product y l _U’E Ts( X) 
be defined 
_u* _u’= c L!(p) l d(p)* 
PEP 
This definition is lsemantically) unique, due to associativity of addition (cf. 
Definition 3.1). 
The central notion of place inuariants is based on the above product: 
5. nition. Let a net N = (P T Fl be inscribed over a specification SPEC = 
(S, OP, E) and a set X of variables. Let furthermore Y be a family of (S, OP)- 
variables, disjoint from X, and let s E S be freely chosen. 
Avector i:P+T-, 0p ,,, ( Y) is a place invariant of sort s of N iff for all markings , 
and ’ of N with 
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We shall show that place invariants can be characterized as solutions of an 
equational system derived from N. The proof is based on the following lemma. It 
shows how the product of Definition 5.2 interacts with assignments: 
5.5. Lemma. Let C = (S, OP) be a signature, let X and Y be disjoint sets of Z-variables, 
let u E Toa( U’E T=( Y) and let y: X v Y+ Top( Y) be an assignment with 
y(;r) = y for all y E ‘Y_ ?%en 
Y(U’ u’) = p(u) l u’. 
roof. We proceed by induction over the structure of u. 
(1) For u E To-(X) and all U’E To-( Y), we have to show: p(w(u’)) = 
+(u’). With 2.17 it suffices to show for all YE Y: y(assJy))=ass,,,,(y). In a 
graphical representation, we have to show that the following diagram commutes: 
Let now s be the sort of u, i.e. u E TOP,\ (X). v(u) has of course the same sort, 
i.e. T(u) E Top,,.( Y). 
In case y E Y$, we get ass,,,,, y ( ) = y(u) (by Definition 5.1) - y(ass,(y)) (by 5.1). 
Otherwise, for all y E Y\ Y,, ass?, L, ( y) = y (by 5.1) = v(y) (by construction of y) 
= P(aMy)) (by 5.1). 
This completes the proof of r(u) l u’ = r( u l u’) for u E 7&J X). Thus the basis 
for the inkction over the structure of u is given. 
(2) TO show the induction step over the structure of u, we distinguish three cases. 
Case (a) For u = 6 we get 
Y(6 l u’) = y(8) (by Definition 5.2) 
= 6 (by 2.7) 
=$j*u’ (by Definition 5.2) 
= T(S) l u’ (by 2.7). 
Case (b) For u = U, + uZ we show r( (u, + u,) l u’) = r( u, + u2) l u’ as follows: 
r(( u, + UJ l u’) = y( u, l u’+ u2 l u’) (by Definition 5.2) 
= +I l u’) + r( u2 l u’) (by 2.7) 
= jj( 24,) l u’+ jg 2.42) l u’ (by induction hypothesis) 
=(Y(u,)+$~~)) - u’ (by5.2) 
= y(u, + u?) 0 ~4’ (by 2.7). 
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Case (c) For u = -ui we show y((-u,) l u’) = 7(-u,) l u’ as follows: 
y((-u,) . u’) = y(-(u, . u’)) (by 5.2) 
= -jj( u, l u’) (by 2.7) 
= -( r( u,) l u’) (by induction hypothesis) 
= (-y(u,) l u’) (by 5.2) 
= 9(-u,) l u’ (by 2.7) I 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.5. 0 
The following theorem states the central property of place invariants: 
Let a net N = ( P, T, F) be inscribed over a specijcation SPEC = 
(S, OP, E) and a set X of variables. Let furthermore Y be a family of (S, OP)-variables 
disjoint from X, and let i : P + T=.,,,,( Y) for some s E S. If 1. i = ,g 6, for all t E T, 
then i is a place invariant. 
roof. Assume _t l i = i 6, for all t E T. (a) We first show for all t E T and all 
assignments p : X + Top (Y): x,c.P(_t(P)) l i(P) = E O,s. To do so, we extend p to 
y: X u Y+ Top( Y) by y(x) =p(x) for XE X and y(y) = y for YE Y. Now, 
C ;Id(_t( p)) l i(p) = 1 jQ( p)) 9 i(p) (by definition of y) 
PCP PEP 
= 1 7(1(p) l i(p)) (by Lemma 5.5) 
PCP 
= 7 C I(P) l i(p) 
( 
(by 2.7) 
PEP ) 
=z y(j= i) (by5.3) 
= E y(6,) (by 2.13 and the assumption on i) 
= 6, (by 207). 
(b) TO show the theorem, it is sufficient to show Mm i = M’ l i for all h3 r.P M’. 
So we get 
M’ l i = 1 M’(p) l i(p) (by Definition 5.3) 
PEP 
= C (WP)+~(I(P))) 9 i(p) (byCorollary4.6) 
rt p 
= 1 (M(p) l i(p)+@p(p)) l i(p)) 
PC p 
(by Definition 5.2) 
SE C (M(p) l i(p)+6,) (bypart(a)ofthisproofand2.13) 
P’P 
=E c Wp) l i(p) (by3.1) 
PC p 
= l i (by efinition 5.3). I-J 
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The inverse of Theorem 5.6 is also valid: 
3. Let N, SPEC, X, Y and i be as in the assumption of Theorem 5.6. If 
i is a place invariant of N, then ,t 9 i = 2 6 for all t E T. 
Let rET,/3:X+TOP(Y)andlet M’ be markings of N with ‘p, M’. 
se e.g. M(p) = p(s).) Then, we get 
M’ l i = (M + p(z)) l i (by Corollary 4.6) 
= M l i + &) l i (by Definitions 5.3 and 5.2). 
The assumption M’ = i = 2 M l i now implies p(j) l i = 6 6. 
Now weextendp to y:Xu Y+T,, ( Y) by y(x) = p(x) for XE X and y(y) = y 
for y E Y Clearly, j@) l i = i 6, and with Lemma 5.5 we get ?(_I l i) = i 6. #s this 
holds for all assignments p, Definition 2.15 implies 1 l i = 2 6. 0 
From Definition 5.2 it follows directly that place invariants are additive: 
5.8. Corollargr. If i, and iz are place invariants of some inscribed net N, then i, + i2 
and -i, ore ako place invariants of N. 
6.1. Properties of the dining philosophers system 
Figure 4 shows the matrix, the initial marking and some invariants for the dining 
philosophers system in Fig. 1. (Entries 6 are skipped.) The invariants are useful for 
proving some properties of this system, avoiding the consideration of its runs. These 
properties include: 
( I.) Each philosopher always is either eating or thinking: For each reachable marking 
ME [MO) we get with invariant i, . * M(t)+ M(e) = M(t) . y+ M(e) . y = Mm i, = 
MO l i, =pO-k- l l +p4. Hence, each philosopher occurs exactly once in M(t) + M(e). 
tf rf / MO & i2 1)'s 
-, -- 
t I 
WY) 
-X X po t . * . + p4 y 
+wY) 
-VW4 
a -+LF(rr)) 
RF(X) 
+LJy2) .Qo f .*-+!I4 --z t 
RF(y)+ 
e X -X Y 
WY) 
MO * il =po+ . ..+p4 
MO - i2 = nfo - is = go + . . . 4 g4 
Fig. 4. Matrix, initial marking and three place invariants to Fig. 1 with YE Ypllr,, and ZE Y,,,,,,,. 
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(2) If a fork is available, then both of its potential users are thinking: for each 
reachable marking M E [MO), we get from i,: 
(a)+RF(M(t)j+ LF(M(t)) 
) l (-z)+ M(t) l (RF(y)+LF(y)) 
= (go+* l l +g,) l (-d+(po+- l l +pJ l UWY)+WYN 
=h3rg l -g,)+(g,+- ’ l +g4)+(go+. l l +g4)=go+. . .+g4_ 
So we get M(aj = RF( M(t)) + LF( M(t)) - (go+ l l l + gJ. Now, if gi E M(a), it fol- 
lows gi E RF( M(t)) as well as g, E LF( M(t)). This yields pi and pi+, in M(t). 
(3) Neighboured philosophers never eat at the same titne: Neighbours pi, pi+1 both 
eating at the same time are represented by a marking I@ with m(e) 2 pi +pi+, . Then, 
I@* i,a M(e) 9 i,(e)= RF(nTl(e))+ LF(M(e))a RF(pi)+ LF(pi+r)=gi+gi. But for 
each reachable marking M E [MO) we get with i,: M(a) + RF( M(e)) + LF( M(e)) = 
M(a)=~+M(e)*(RF(y)+LF(y))=M~i,=M,.i,=(g~+...+g,)~z 
=g(-J+*o l +g4. 
Notice that the invariants of Fig. 4 rely on the multiset equations only. They make 
no use of the particular equations of phils and therefore might be denoted C- 
invarian Is. 
6.2. IV-Tuples as net inscriptions 
Nets with structured tokens often include pairs or generally n-tuples of constants 
and variables as markings and arc inscriptions, respectively. Pairs and generally 
n-tuples can easily be specified in the algebraic framework discussed in this paper, 
providing all universal prtiperties and constructs of Cartesian products. A most 
elementary specification is the following one: 
iF = 
sorts: s 
pair 
opns: a,, a? : + s 
PAIR : s s + pair 
PRI:pair+s 
2:pair+ s 
eqns: Y1 , x2 E s 
(XI, JGN = Xl 
b,, x2)) = x2 
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It is obvious how to construct pairs with components of different sorts or generaf 
n-tuples, or how to use predefined sorts as component sorts of such tuples. 
Figure 5 shows a air-inscribed 
6. With p(x,) = a, 
net, and one, ;f its invariants is discussed in Fig. 
d p(x2) = a2, we get M 4 M’. As usual, we write (x, , x,) 
for PAIR(x,, x2). 
Notice that the invariant i of Fig. 6 makes use of the particular equations of 
(whereas the invariants of Fig. 4 rely on the multiset equations only). i of Fi 
might therefore be called a (proper) SPEC- (or 
6.3. A database maintaining scheme 
As a last example, we refer to the often considered scheme for maintaining 
multiple copies of a database [ 11, i-l]. 
A set D of sites is assumed, each of which being able to send update requests to 
all other sites. Upon receiving an update request. a site performs the required update 
of its database and returns an acknowledgement to the sender. 
We assume a successor function SUC on the set D = {a,, . . . , a,,} of sites, by 
a i+l =SUC(a,) and a, = SUC( a,, ). We furthermore assume the specification 
considered above. This leads to the following specification, assuming a given natural 
number n: 
Fig. 5. A pair-inscribed net with x,, X?E X, and ?I E X,,,,,. 
i t 
U i t-i u*i ’ isI &l. i M’ Rf’ - i 
PO 1 (EIJ2) - x J%(y) x1 -HI&?) (%Q2) Ql 
Pl -x1 PRl(2) f -X1 P&(r) Ql a1 
P2 --x2 PR2(4 a2 
8 6 al Ql 
Fig. 6. The matrix to Fig. 5, a place invariant i with y E l’,,,,,, and 2 E I’,, and two markings M, ’ with 
M’E [M). 
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number n: 
~013s: const 
opns: a ,,..., a,,:+s 
dot: + const 
SUC:S+S 
d, : s + const 
d2 : pair + const 
eqns: x,yEs; 
SUC(ai) = lli+l (i = 1,. . . , ?l - 1) 
SUC(a,) = a, 
d,(x) = d,tx, y) = dot 
Figure 7 shows the database-maintaining scheme as a se’ ” ‘-inscribed net 
over Xs = (4, r}. The constant “dot” is as usual represented as a black dot. As 
shorthands for the initial marking, let D = a, + l l l + a,, and let N be the sum of all 
pairs (ai, aj) with i #j. fn Fig. 7 as well as in Fig. 8, for variables x in Xs u y, we 
use the shorthand N, for (x, WC(x))+. 9 9+(x, WC”-‘(x)). 
Q 
Fig. 7. Scheme for maintaining multiple copies of a database. 
Initially, all sites are idle (marking D on I), all “envelopes” for messages are 
empty (marking N on Q) and no update requests are under way (dot on X). 
Transition t, models the dispatch of update requests by some site ~a, t3 the reception 
of such requests by each single recipient, t4 the dispatch of acknowledgements, and 
t-, the reception of all acknowledgements by 4. 
ome place invariants over 
.,,,l\, = {c}. For terms rd an 
x 
I 
W 
U 
Q 
R 
P 
A 
t1 t2 t3 
-- 
-dot dot 
-9 9 --T 
I 
t4 / M, 
--- 
dot 
T ; D 
9 -9 
T -T 
-4 4 
4 -(% T) 
(%T) - (99 4
- N’, (%T) 
N 
?I 12 13 i4 15 Q 
C (n-1)c (?l- 1)(4BS(c}) (n-l)@BS(cj) 
X 
9 4 (4 NZ A’ 6 
x -x ABS(X! 
2 t -d&l 
2 ABS(r 
t PT2 (4 
a ABS(r 
ABS(t) -_= 
ABS(t) -2 
ABS(t) -2 
Fig. 8. Matrix, initial marking and nine invariants for the net in Fig. 7. 
naturals n, we write nu as a shorthand for u + l 9 l + u (n times). A new operation 
symbol ABS is used in the invariants of Fig. 8. ABS( ub is to give the cardinality 
of the multiset represented by the term u. To cover this formally, the multiset 
specification of 3.1 is extended to 
m_SPEC’ = m_SPEC + int + 
opns: AB& : rns + int 
eqns: a E s; p, q E rns 
ABSJ6,) = 0 
ABS,( MAKE(a)) = 1 
I 
, for all s E S 
ABS.s(+,(p,q)) = ABSO)+ ABS,!q) 
ABSJ-s(p)) = -ABSSp) 
assuming any reasonable specrfication ii t of the natural numbers. 
7. Transition invaria 
The previous secti@&. m showed solutions of l\i’. i = 6 6 to represent properties of 
inscribed nets IV. Symmetry and duality of the net calculus suggest to study also 
equations formed &!* j = i 6. A solution j then assigns an object-of whatever 
kind-to each transition. As in the case of place invariants we have to specify which 
kinds of solutions we are interested in and how to derive system properties from them. 
Transition invariants of place/transition nets return a natettg1 number j, for eat 
transition t. Each occurrence sequence 
j, times, reproduces the initial marki 
result, but we have of course to ta 
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Formally we must be capable of summing up several modes in which a transition 
may occur. This is captured by the following notion of multi-assignments: 
7. Let C = (S, OP) be a signature and let X, Y be sets of C-variables. 
The set MA-(X, Y) of multiassignments over 2, X and Y is the smallest set of 
mappings l? 7”?(X) + 7&( Y) such that 
(i) for each assignment ass : X + Topf V), QSSE MA: (X, Y); 
(ii) if r, , r2 E MA:(X, Y) then (r, + C) E MAI?:( X, Y) and (4,) E MA, (X, Y), 
inductively given by (I’,+T,)(u)=r,(u)+T,(u) and (-r,)(u)=-(r,(u)), 
respectively, for each u E T’,‘,(X). 
A multiassignment r is constant iff for all u, f(u) E T’.. 
There is a particular multiassignment aMA, definable as r + (4) for any I’. 
Obviously, 6n,A( u) = 6 for each u E T,+$( X). 
The product of multiset terms defined in Definition 5.2 can be considered as a 
special case of the above definition, based on constant (instead of arbitrary) assign- 
-- 
ments: ( uI + t!J l u’ and (-u,) l u’ read now (ass,,, + ass,& and (-ass,,,)( u’), respec- 
tively. 
The occurrence count of each transition in a sequence of transition occurrences 
can now be defined as a constant multiassignment: 
7. nition. Let N=(P,T,F) be an inscribed net and let a = 
A4 ‘I *fi, ‘,, lfl,, o - l - l - M,] be an occurrence sequence in N. For each t E T, the 
occurrence count r, 
the sum of multiset 
of t in u is defined by r, = Z{E 1 tj = t}. (C of course denotes 
assignments.) 
Initial and final 
occurrence counts: 
markings of occurrence sequences can now be related by 
7.3. I. Let N = (P, T, F) be an inscribed net and for each t E T, let r, be the 
occurrence count of t in u = MO ‘I l p, ‘#I *fi,, ___1_3**= -+ M,,. Then for all p E P it holds: 
MAP) = M,(p) + c U(p))* 
tt T 
roof. By induction over the length n of (T. 
If n = 0, for all t E T, the occurrence count of t in Q is I’, = a,,,+ Then we 
get for all p E P: M,,(P)=M,,(P)=M,,(P)~-~=M,,(P)+C,,.~~,A(~(P))= 
Mdp)+c,, T r,(dp))* 
TO show the induction step, for each t E T let r: be the occurrenlce count of 
‘I .fiI I B 
0”’ l rr Ad,,. l. The definition of occurrence counts in Definition 7.2 
implies 
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For each PE P, let u~:=Z,~-,(,,,~ W!(p)9 L;nd z+,:=~,~~,(,,,~ &(_r(p)). From (**) it 
follows that for each p E P: u; = u,.,. 
Now we get for each p E P: 
M,(P) = MI-AP)+~,.(&,(P)) (by Corollary 4.6) - 
= M,(P)+u~+~:,,(~,,(P)) - 
+ E( t,l ( p)) (by the kduction assumption) - 
= M,(p9+ u;+r,,,M~)9 - 
= WC P 9 + u, + a&,, ( 6, ( P 9 9 - 
= M,(p)+ c r,(_t(p99* 0 
IC r 
We now turn to the notion of “transition invariants” and obtain their essential 
properties as a corollary to the above Theorem 7.3: 
eqn!tion. Let a net N = (P, T, F) be inscribed over (S, OP, E) and X. Let 
P= MO I * I, . . . ‘tPk+ M,, be an occurrence sequence of N with MO = i M,#. For 
each t E T, let j, be the occurtxnce count of t in (p. Then the vector (j,),, T is a 
transition invariant of N. 
7.5. Corollary. Let a net N = (P, T, F) be inscribed over (S, OP, E), and let (j,),, T 
be a transition invariant of N. Then for each p E P, 
C j,Mp99 = i- 6. 
1CT 
roof. This follows from Theorem 7.3 and the above definition. Cl 
To achieve in Corollary 7.5 a product notation comparable to the product of 
Definition 5.3, we have to define a product j- v for MA1 (X, Y)-vectors j with 
To&X) -vectors v: 
7.6. nition. Let T be a fi 
set 0 -variables. For j : T + 
j* VE Ti;;;( I’) by 
j* v= C _M9W99. 
IL T 
t, let C = (S, OP) be a signature and let X be a 
_ (X, Y 9 and v : 7 + T$( X) we define a product 
Based on Definitions 7.4 and 7.6 we then get the following corollary. 
9 be an inscribed net. 
t):=_t(p). If a vector j: 
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We close this section with some examples: 
Transition invariants of the system of dining philosophers (Fig. 1) are quite simple: 
For each assignment JSS of the only variable x, j,, =jr, =ZS yields a transition 
invariant. This shows that init Ia! markings are retained upon firing of both transitions 
equally often in the same modes. 
For Fig. 5, we get a transition invariant (j,,jl,) with j,(x,) = a!, j,(x2) = a2 and 
J,(x) = (a,, a?). Thus the initial marking is retained by t occurring in mode F(xi) = ai 
(i = 1, 2) and u occurring in mode p(x) = (a,, a?). 
Transition invariants for Fig. 7 are somewhat more involved: For i = 1, . . . , n, let 
Pi : bl, 4 + (a,, - l . 9 a,,) be defined by pi(q) = a, and Pi(r) = ai. Then we define a 
transition invariant (j,, ) i -: I ,...,j by j,, = j,, = PI and j,, =jlJ = & + l l . + p,, . This invariant 
describes an update cycle of the data base, initiated by a, : Firing t, in mode p, 
describes a, sending messages to a,, . . . , a,,. Each of a?, . . , , a,, then performs its 
local update (occurrences 
commitments (occurrence 
a further update cycle. 
of f3 and t4 in modes &, . . . , p,,). a, finally collects all 
of tz in mode p,) and releases a dot to X, allowing for 
omomorphic transformations of arc inscriptions 
Here we investigate the effect of transforming (by extended assignments) arc 
inscriptions. It turns out that the overall behaviour will in general be restricted but 
never be extended under this kind af transformation. The behaviour is retained by 
the special case of bijectively renaming variables in the environment of a transition. 
Place invariants are retained and transition invariants are transformed by extended 
assignment transformations. 
.n. nition. Let ins = (q, MO, A ) be an inscription of a net N = (I?, T, F). 
(i) For t E T and ass : X -j TOP(X), let A, (,\, be defined by . 
ZZCh(x,y) iffx=tory=t, 
otherwise. 
(ii) Let the inscription iris, u,, of N be defined as . iris, (,,, =z (cp, MO, A, CIJ. , . 
As an application example for homomorphic transformation we consider the 
relationship among the two versions of the dining philosophers system in Fig. 1 
and Fig. 3: To this end we combine both underlying specifications and augment 
two obvious equations: Let 
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Then the assignment ass(x) = HI(y), applied to both transitions of Fig. 1, yields 
the inscriptions of Fig. 3. One likewise transforms Fig. 3 to Fig. 1 by e.g. an assignment 
ass’ with ass’(y) = LF(x), assuming the equations WU( U(x)) = x and 
RSF(LF(x)) = RF(x). 
Next we investigate the behaviour of transformed nets: 
a. Let ins be an inscription of a net N over (S, OP, E) ar?ld X, and let M, 
M’ be markings of N. Let ass : X + ToP( X) be an assignment, and let p : X + TOP be 
an occurrence mode. Then Mz M’ in (I’d, ins, E) ifl MS M’ in 
(IV, insIcr._ E). . 
roof. M f~~uu~~~s ~ 
M for ins iff for each p E P, 
M’(p)=M(p)-P oass(h(p, t))+Poass(A(t,p)) 
= M(p)-p(ZWA(p, t))+P(assoA(t,p)). 
This holds iff M -% M’ for ins,,,,,, . Cl 
Hence each step in the transformed net corresponds to a step in the original net. 
Vice versa, only ass -prefixed assignments in the original net correspond to steps 
in the transformed net. Consequently, reachability sets [M) under ins,,,,, are subsets 
of [M) under ins. 
Above we have shown that both systems in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 can mutually be 
transformed by the assignments ass(x) = RF(y) and ass’(y) = LF(x), respectively. 
So Lemma 8.2 implies that both nets in facJ:ehave equally, i.e. a step M -% M’ 
can occur in Fig. 1 if and only if a step M k M’ can occur for some assignment 
b ;n Fig. 3. 
Next we show that place invariants are retained by homomorphic transformations 
of arc inscriptions: 
8.3. Theorem. Let ins be an inscription of a net N, let t be a transition of N and let 
ass be an assignment of the invoived variables. Then each place invariant i of ( N, ins, E ) 
is also a place invariant oj’ ( N, ins,,,,, , E ). 
roof. For all u E T, if u # t, the vectors .g ;Ire eaual for both nets. So, according to 
Definitions 5.4 and 5.3, we hava to show: If Y _pc ,1(p) l i(p) = ;- 6 for ins, then 
CPcpP( p) - i(p) EE 6 for ins,,,,,,. With Notation 4.3, _t( p) = A (t, p) - A (p, t) for ins 
and_r(p)=ZEoA(t,p)- b A ( p, t ) for ins,.,,, . Now we get for ins,,,,, : 
C _I(p) l i(p)= C ( ZiZFoA(t,p)-TiZoA(p, t)) l i(p) 
PEP PC fJ 
= c (=(A(t,p)) -m(A(p, t))) l i(p) 
Pf p 
= C ~(A(kpb--Up, 0) 9 i(p) (by2.V 
p’ I’ 
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(by Lemma 5.5, extending ass to Y by identity) 
=QSS ( 1 (A(t,p)-Mp, 0) l i(P) (by 2.7) PC p ) 
= G(6) (by i being a place invariant of N for ins) 
As Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 can be mutually transformed, the above theorem implies that 
the place invariants of both systems coincide. 
Next we consider the effect of transformations to transition invariants. In contrast 
to place invariants, they are not retained but transformed by the assignment applied 
to the underlying net: 
8. Let ins be an inscription of a net N = ( P, T, F), let t be a transition of 
N and let ass be an assignment of the involved variables. !f (j,.) ,lC T is a transition 
invariant of ( IV? ins, E) ‘th j, = j 0 ass for some assignment j, the vector (j:& T is a 
transition invaricrit of ( iY.‘,\S 9 E ), with jil = j,. for t’ # t and j, = z 
roe!., ilt is sufkient to &0w 
j 0 a~s(l( p)) in (N, iris, E) 
=.Pass(h(t,p)-A(p, t)) 
=~(~oA(t,p)--ZoA(p,t)) 
=.,%(p)) in 04 iw,, ,,,, 0. L1 
In case two inscribed nets can be mutually ransformcu, the above lemma and 
theorems imply entirely identical behaviour: 
. Let ins be an inscription of a net N = (P, T, F) over (S, OP, E) and 
ass,, ass21 X + T&(X) be two assignments SUCh that 
ZiZ& 0 ass, = 6 QSS, 0 ass2 = i id. 
(i) l%r each marking M : P + TC,,,+, the reachability sets [M) aye identical for 
both ( IV, ins, E ) and ( IV, ins,,, ,,,, , E ). 
(ii) Both ins and ins, _ , yield identical sets of place invariants for N. 
(iii) IfCj,),( T ’ ’ ’ is- a fra?I.WiOn invariantfor ( N, ins, E ) lkn (j, 0 Q.W-),, T is a transitiorl 
invariant for ( N, ins,,(,,,, , E ), and [f ( jlJlt T 1s a transition invariant for 
( N, jfls, c1ts, , . E) then (j, 0 ass ) I ,, T is a transition invariant for ( N, ins, E). 
’ for ~17s (by assumptions of 
ma 8.2). 
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Vice versa, if M -% M’ for ins ,,‘, \\, then M a 
assumptions of the theorem). Then, by Lemma 8.2, M 5 
M’ for ins,,,,,l (by 
M’ for inS,,arF,OU,,~z = 
ins. 
(ii) follows from Theorem 8.3, as ins, as,S ,oc,,,,, = ins. . 
(iii) (.i,L 7 is a transition invariant of N for ins iff (j, ’ ass2 ’ QS.$),, T is one. 
Then by Theorem 8.4, (j, 0 ass,&. T is a transition invariant for ins,_, . Vice versa, 
(j,),. 7- is a transition invariant of IV for ins,,,,,, iff (j, 0 ass, 0 ass,) ,E T is one. Then 
by Theorem 8.4, (j, 0 ass ) I ,c T is a transition invariant of N for inst,,,S,S,o,,S,, = ins. 0 
The bijective renaming of variables in the environment of transitions is a special 
case of this theorem. 
Homomorphic transformations of arc inscriptions preserve dead transitions. If a 
net N has a dead transition to under an inscription ins, then to remains dead under 
each ins,,rrts. This follows directly from Lemma 8.2. Homomorphic transformations 
may produce additional dead transitions as Fig. 9 shows. 
The situation is slightly different if we consider dead markings. Call a marking 
M of a net N dead iff M has no successor marking M’, i.e. for no t and no /3, 
Fig. 9. A homomorphic transformation, producing dead transitiors and dead markings. 
omorphic tran4l’c~rmirtiot1, prc\*cntinp dead markings to he reachable. 
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M ‘vCJ l M’. It almost obvious that transformations 
Fig. 9 shows an example. But homomorphic 
transformations additionally may prevent dead markings to be reachable any more; 
Fig. 10 shows an example for this fact (assuming no equations). 
Let a net N be inscribed over a specification SPEC = (S, OP, E), and let E, be 
an additional set of (S, OP)-equations. Here we consider properties retained or lost 
by interpreting N over SPECl = (S, OP, E + E 1). 
Transition occurrences, place and transition invariants, and the absence of dead 
transitions turn out to be retained under additional equations: 
.I. osition. Let SPEC = (S, OP, E j and SPECl = (S, OP, E + E 1) be two 
specijicatiom and let ins be a SPEC-inscription of a net N. 
(i) IfM s M’ in (N, ins, E ), then M 5 M’ also in (N, ins, E + E,). 
(ii) For each marking M of N, the set [M) in ( N, ins, E j is a subset of [M) Jn 
(N, ins, E-t-E,). 
. (i) follows directly from corollary 4.5. 
(ii) is an immediate consequence of (i). Cl 
The reverse of this proposition is not valid under the assumption of initial 
semantics. As an example, in Fig. 9 (ii) no step M -f& M’ is possible at all, whereas 
the additional equation “a = b” leads to a live system. 
osition. Let SPEC, SPEC 1 and ins be as in Proposition 9.1. 
(i) Each place invariant of ( N, ins, E) is also a place invariant of (N, ins, E + E,). 
(ii) Each transition invariant of ( IV, ins, E) is also a transition invariant of 
(N, ins, E+E,). 
. If .! l i s i 6, then also 1 l i = FT& 6. Likewise, if j- p = i 6, then 
j*p=xz,6. cl 
The reverse of this theorem does not hold. As an example, let SPEC be the 
of Subsection 6.2 without the two equations given there, and let 
en the vector i of ig. 6 is no invariant under S C, but under 
Additional equations ~res~r cad transitions: If a net N has no 
dead transition under a spec~~cation 
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the additional equation “Q = i?’ makes the net entirely live. This step shows that 
dead markings may turn into nondead ones, but additional equations also can lead 
to dead markings. As an example, Fig. lO(ii) has no reachable dead markings, 
whereas, with the equation “a = b”, dead markings become reachable. 
This paper strives at the basic notions and techniques for construction and analysis 
of Petri nets with structured tokens. A number of extensions make the formalism 
more handy for practical applications. We s:art with short look at using ordinary 
sets instead multisets. Then five generalizations of the formalism are gi;tnced over; 
place capacities, transition inscriptions, extended arc inscriptions, schematic 
markings and more general equivalence transformatir4ns. 
10.1. Phw capacities 
Capacity functions K,, may be assigned to places 8, indicating for each item a 
maximum number of copies in allowable markings. Transition occurrences 
M A@- l ’ are discharged if in M’, the multiplicity of some item d in some place 
p E t- exceeds the capacity K,,(d). 
In the setting of the above term calculus, an item may be represented by different 
grc:lnd terms u, U’E T op. A capacity function for place p, K, : Top,(pt ,,) + N u {w} 
must therefore assign equal multiplicities K,,(u) = KJ ZI) in case u = E v. 
In case of finitely many = E-equivalence classes and finite capacities for all items, 
the well-known construct of complements as outlined in Fig. 11 renders capacity 
functions superfluous. More general capacity functions cannot be implemented this 
way as infinite multisets cannot be represented in the term calculus. 
Fig. 
k 
11. Place complement&ion: Let M(y) be such that the number of items in (p)+ M(q) is just 
the item’s capacity. 
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10.2. Strict nets 
A further variant of nets with structured tokens assumes markings to represent 
dinary sets (instead of multisets). Transitions are prevented from occurrence in 
se an item to be put to a place does already belong to the place’s marking. Places 
in this setting represent predicates i with variable extensions. The overall maximal 
extension of i is the set of all items of sort q(p). The respective actual extension 
of j is given by the actual markings M(p). The denotation of “Predicate/Transition 
Nets” is due to those predicates. 
This model can be considered as being based on the capacity function K,,(d) = 1 
for all places p and all d of sort cp( p). In our formalism a specification set_SPEC 
couid Seai-ibe this model (set_SfEC should of course provide the usual operations 
on sets). 
10.3. Transition inscriptions 
Coming back to the remark following Corollary 4.6, additional predicates can be 
assigned to transitions. This provides a means for formulating additional require- 
ments to the enabling of transitions. In our setting, terms of sort 6001 will do this 
job. Assuming in Definition 4.4 a further component Q : T + TOP,hool(X), we define 
in Definition 4.4(iii) a transition to be enabled in a mode p if additionally 
6(7)(t)) ‘E TRUE. 
Given a transition inscription u, the set U := {p(u) 1 p : X + TOP} may decompose 
into finitely many = Es. -equivalence classes U=[u,]u- l w[u,] for some 
u1,-**, u, E TOP+. in this case, transition inscriptions may equivalently be replaced 
by the construction of a loop as Fig. I2 outlines. 
Fig. 12. Replacement of transition inscriptions using additional predicates. 
The general case of Joel-typed transition inscriptions can aot be replaced this 
way. elow we shall discuss a further transformation for this case. 
Like the above introduction of place capacities, additional transition inscriptions 
at most limit the overale behaviour of a net. Therefore, even in this case, the calculi 
of invariants as well as the theorems on homo hisms and additional ec 1 g ations 
E emain valid. 
2 0.4. Hexib?e arc inscrilptions 
In this paper the operations on multisets are iimited to the operations introduce 
bY _SfEC, viz. addition, negation and the constant empty multisets. Of course, 
one could think of more general operations on muitisets, and aIso of usin 
of multiset sorts m,. 
Introducing multiplication of terms with natural is a nearby extension: 
As long as n represerts a constant natural, with u E the term n * u may be 
considered just as a shorthand for the n-fold sum u +a . --I- u. A correspondin 
algebraic specidcatior! should then specify the items of sort s to yield a (teft written) 
module over the integers as discussed in [21]. This extension does not principally 
exceed the formalism and could be considered must a “syntactic sugaring”. 
A more general formalism is obtained with terms v E TOP.,ia,fX) ere nat denotes 
the natural numbers. Then an arc inscription v * u yields a “fle 
At event occurrences M -% 
e throughput”: 
M’, with an arcf=(p, t) orf=(t,p) inscribed v* u, 
the “number of tokens flowing through f” essentially depends on p( v) (and hence 
on the chosen occurrence mode p), whereas in the nets of this paper the throughput 
of each arc is constant for all occurrence modes. 
In a formal setting, for a given specification SEC, one may consider some 
extended multiset specification including any kind of operations over multisets (and 
other sorts), particularly the product with integers. Such specifications may be 
fqrmed by 
extm_SPEC = m_SPEC + int + 
opns: * : int m, + m, 
F; : m, . . . m, + m, 
. 
With extm_3TC = (S, s) one can then inscribe arcs by terms in m(X) with 
X including variables of sort m,. 
The extension from m_SPEC to extm_SPEC influences of course the invariant 
calculi and the theorems on homomorphic transformations. Place invariants can 
easily be generalized if the product with terms of sort integer is the only additional 
operator. In this case, the theory resembles invariants for self-modifying nets [23]. 
Details are beyond the scope of this paper. 
Products with imeger terms can be used for moving the above ccnsidered transition 
inscriptions to arcs: With the additional operation [ ] : hod + not, defined for IA E 
T OP,hfMll by[u]=l ifiu=E TRUEand[u]-Oiff uq LSE, the scheme of Fig. 
13 outlines a meaning-preserving transformation. This extension has been suggested 
in 191. 
rking schemes 
eme of using nets i 
items in systems. In our formalism such items are adequately represented as ground 
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Fig. 13. Replacement of transition inscriptions using flexible arc inscriptions. 
Fig. 14. Equivalent reduction of the net structure. 
terms. If only partisl knowledge of markings is available or if one is interested in 
relationships or properties of structured sets of marking, i may nevertheless be 
useful to consider terms with variables as markings. A mapping M : P+ Top+(Z) 
then can be considered as a scheme for all markings gained from M by assignments 
QSS : 2 + Top. (Marking schemes have been suggested in [20] in a different context.) 
The invariant calculi (particularly Theorems 5.6,5.7 and 7.5) remain valid, provided 
the set Z of variables is disjoint from the set X u Y of variables appearing in arc 
inscriptions and invariant components, respectively. Under this assumption, also 
the theorems on homomorphic transformations and on additional equations remain. 
18.6. Equivalence transformations 
In the context of transition inscriptions (Subsection 10.3) and flexible arc inscrip- 
tions (Subsection 10.4), we discussed already some equivalence transformations, 
keeping the underlying net structure untouched. Equivalence transformations may 
change the net structure itself. Figure 14 outlines an example. Genrich [IO] introduces 
a complete list of such transformations for inscriptions based on n-tuples (cf. 
Subsection 6.2). 
A systematic approach to such transformations in the style of this paper might 
include an algebraic specification of the underlying net structure itself (as e.g., in 
[I8])- Net trarsformations can then be formulated as algebra homomorphisms. 
11.1. 4 formalisms of dicate/Transition nets and coloured nets 
be 
“dynamizing” predicate logic, using predicates with changing extensions. 
them in the following “Predicate/Transition nets” (PrT-nets) in accordance with 
their introduction in [ 11, 123. -nets are schemes of system models with n-tuples 
of expressions (including vari es) as arc inscriptions and as invariant entries, The 
product of such expressions is assu ed to be commutative. Due to the use of 
variables, formal expressions, pro ucts and sums, PrT-nets are 
based formalism. 
A second, more semantically oriented line of models is based on “coloured 
tokens”, % +. le rnll such models in the followin “coloured nets”, accordin 
Erst introduction in [l4]. Coloured nets have been motivated as shorthands for 
conventional Petri nets. Sums of functions serve as arc inscriptions and as invariant 
entries. Their product is based on the composition of functions. 
A greater number of papers relate or reformulate various versions and aspects of 
Petri nets with structured tokens: Two different types of place invariants have been 
suggested in [13, 191 for PrT-nets; techniques to easier construct place invariants 
for coloured nets are discussed in [ 151 and for special PrT-nets in 11251. Different 
versions of high level nets are compared and interrelated in [ 16, 19, 211. Recent 
reformulations of PrT-nets and coloured nets include [8, 171. 
In [2I] we aimed at a transparent mathematical treatment of Petri nets with 
structured tokens, suggesting the set of multirelations over some give:? set to be 
taken as the underlying domain of the formalism. Multirelations form a 
homogeneous emantical domain, in fact an integer module. This approach in the 
above classification is totally semantics-oriented, and close to coloured Petri nets. 
In this paper we follow the opposite way, suggesting a heterogeneous, yntax- 
oriented approach which resembles PrT-nets. The formalism for (place) invariants 
differs however substantially from PrT-wets: We replaced the formal, commutative 
product by-in general- noncommutative term substitution. As term substitution 
is essentially the syntactical analogon to the composition of functions, our (place) 
invariants resemble those of coloured nets. In [24], term substitution was first 
suggested to base the invariant calculus upon; cf. also [22]. 
Syntax oriented approaches are useful because ach system model needs a syntac- 
tical representation for being communicated or implemented. The explicit use of 
terms including variables is common mathematics. We use them by means of a lot 
of concepts which are standard notions in general algebra, hence algebraic 
specifications are a natural basis for a formalism to deal with structured tokens. 
This idea has been suggested several times and will be considered next. 
11.2. Chnbining Petri nets and algebraic specijcations 
A couple of papers combine Petri nets and algebraic speci~cat~ons. 
specification language SIX 
(also called Predicate/even 
operations. Based on the specification 1 
S a ar class o ets, c 
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requirements to the terms occurring as arc inscriptions. Tokens have a constant 
individuality and a variable data part. Place invariants are based on a product which 
essentially tests equality of terms, in the style of [ 131. A special product is defined 
for transition invariants according to [ 191. Berthomien et al. [3] and Vautherin [24] 
suggest multisets of variables and of terms, respectively (whereas we use particular 
terms to handle multisets). Vautherin [26] additionally introduces a formalism of 
place invariants, called “type1 -semi flows”, based on multiple occurrences of terms. 
The tokens of PROT nets [1], are essentially Pascal records to be transformed 
according to transition inscriptions. 
An important aspect in all those papers concerns the border between the abstract 
data type formalism and what is formulated in usual mathematics. In SEGRAS and 
OBJSA [ l&30,2], everything under consideration is abstractly specified, including 
the involved nets and the occurrence rule. On the other hand, Berthomien et al. [3] 
and Vautherin [26] keep the formally specified parts quite limited: arcs are Inscribed 
by multisets of terms, and the occurrence rule is formulated with respect o inter- 
preted net schemes. Billington [4] presents a similar approach, adding threshold 
inhibitor inscriptions and capacities. 
Reference [27] suggests net inscriptions over specifications imilar to our formal- 
ism. For analysis purposes they derive place/transition nets from given high-level 
nets, and they consider seachability trees. A couple of papers b-l=sides algebraic 
techniques also employ category theory. Reference [29] defines parameterized net 
schemes and structuring concepts, [30] introduces a notion of “implementation”, 
and [28] gives several versions of semantics of the same schematic inscription. 
We saw in Definition 4.4 that enabledness of a transition is already a semantical 
notion in the sense that enabledness depends on the validity of equations: On the 
purely syntactical, uninterpreted level, a transition may appear not enabled, whereas 
equations may cause enabledness. In [22], this was covered by a mixture of syntac- 
tical and semantical concepts: Arc inscriptions were multiset erms, i.e. syntactical 
constructs, whereas multisets over concrete algebras were taken as markings. 
In this paper we consequently apply corresponding concepts of initial algebra 
semantics: Ground terms are to represent markings. They are to be considered 
equivalent if and only if they belong to one equivalence class induced by the involved 
equations. 
We aimed at obtaining at a particularly adequate border and integration of general 
algebra md mis. In fact, it turned out that the essential aspects of nets with structured 
tokens can concisely be represented this way and, vice versa, that a lot of elementary 
concepts of abstract data types have been applied. This includes ground terms for 
markings, general terms as arc inscriptions, assignments a& initiality for the occur- 
rence rule and term substitution for place and transition invariants. 
On this basis, one might hope that more involved problems of nets with structured 
tokens will be adequately solvable by more involved but well-known algebraic 
techniques. art~c~lar~y s ste atic net transformatians and 
equivalence notions. 
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Jacques Vautherin showed me how place invariants can be defined by term 
substitution. Walter Dosch and Hartmut Ehrig advised me in technicalities of 
algebraic specification. Walter Dosch, Ekkart Kindler and anonymous referees gave 
valuable hints for a proper presentation of the paper. Thanks to all of them. 
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